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The complete documentation for the Self-Negotiated Unit (MSN1) and my process of research can be 
found on my web blog [www.machinatorium.wordpress.com] inside the sub-category MSN1. 

As I have linked the Hybridised Unit and the Collaborative Unit with my Self-Negotiated Project, the 
whole blog can be seen as an entire unit or separately  by focussing on just one of the parts.

The timetable of production

The task
Within the Learning Agreement for this Self-Negotiated Unit (MSN1) I set the task, to create an 
animated visualisation of Fritz Kahn’s body machine (Industriepalast / Industrial Palace). I wanted to 
create an animated complex of different biological cycles within a human body based on the strange 
illustration with its complexity and progressive system of machines. 

I decided to develop an idea that will  definitely be demanding and exciting for me to realise, so that I 
can not only use but improve my skills within the field of motion design and animation. Moreover, this 
project should not be just an animation, instead I wanted to realise this poster as an installation.

Theoretical approach
Doing research as a kind of preparation or as a basis for a project is something that I already did a lot 
within my first course (Visual communication) when approaching different tasks and topics. The same 
was the case when I worked as a freelancer: For example, when I did the clockwork-project last year 
(with the task to animate a complete clockwork)*, it was essential and necessary to collect information 
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about the technique and finally to talk to a clockwork-maker to understand how this complex machinery 
is working. So, collecting information and focussing on them, combining and filtering the important 
results, was familiar to me.

The difference within this project or in general within this MA course was and still is the intensity and 
the rather far-reaching variety of information concerning animation, philosophy, history, arts, ...

In general, I think that I have collected a substantial conglomeration of different topics that help me 
to get an overview about my project, my ideas and thoughts, my way of working and operating. And 
this research-part for this unit is a kind of fundament, a substructure that helps me to understand and  
comprehend and finally to publish, present and discuss my work.

Process 1 | Preparation
The first practical step for this Unit was the preparation and the editing of the original poster. Keeping 
the upcoming animation-process in mind, I started to prepare and construct the different layers and 
sections of the Industrial Palace in Photoshop.. Because of my experience as a motion designer I know 
that it is quite stressful and annoying, when you have to do big changes within the image-layers while 
animating. So it took quite a long time to prepare everything, but now, after having finished almost 
the complete process of digital production, I have to say, that this elaborated and concentrated way of 
arranging and layering the poster was an essential and rather basic part of this project.

In addition to this animation-related part, I started to think about different ways of publishing and 
realising my idea of an animated installation. By this, I created many diagrams and schedules. Some of 
them were probably too complicated and in the end of no need, but nevertheless this kind of approach 
was and still is an important part of my work. By excluding pointless concepts, by abandoning ideas and 
rethinking far too complex thoughts, I developed and discovered essential information for my project.

Process 2 | Animation
To be honest, in the beginning I was afraid to start to animate the complex machinery of the palace. I 
was not sure, how this part of the project was going to be like. Although I have a lot of skills in the field 
of animation and motion design and despite the rather well-prepared images and storylines, I did not 
felt that confident. This is rather normal for me; there is always a kind of incertitude in me, an uncertain 
feeling before starting to produce a big project.

Then again I was also really excited and looking forward to bring life into the still images. Finally, I have to 
say that this part of the project was very straightforward and well-organised. Hayley Winter’s suggestion 
to write out a kind of schedule or deadline-list, to get an idea about the amount of work and the time that 
is left for the animation, was definitely helpful.

Of course, I used the skills and the technical know-how a lot that I already had for animating the 
different parts of the machine. But as animating for me is always a kind of challenge and learning-by-
doing-process, I think I have not only used my skills, but improved and perfected my way of creating 
animations. Using the different types of software (e.g. Photoshop, Illustrator, Maya and of course After 
Effects) was a little bit like using a construction kit. There were many difficult situations, problems and 
difficulties concerning the process of animation. In the end though, I could use my knowledge as a basis 
for finding a way or new ways of solving them.
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In-between Evaluation for MDA2

Process 3 | Sound-Design
The complete documentation for the Collaborative Practices Unit (MDA2) can be found on my web blog 
[www.machinatorium.wordpress.com] inside the sub-category MDA2. 

As I have linked the Collaborative Unit with my Self-Negotiated Project, I have decided to place the 
evaluation for this Unit within the Evaluation for the whole project.

The task
For my MSN1-project I needed a composition of sound-effects in addition to the visual images. 
However, as I am not a sound-designer and my experience in this field is not that deep I was looking 
for a sound-designer who could help me with creating the effects and sounds, the acoustic atmosphere 
of the machinery. And I have to say: It was really difficult to find someone who is interested in creating 
only sound-effects for my project. I lost quite a lot time just by finding somebody, so I was glad to finally 
get in contact with David Indge, student of Film and Video, based at EPIC.

Expectation
I was expecting a collaboration at eye level with my collaborative partner concerning decisions, 
alternative suggestions, new ideas and changes not only for the sound but for the whole project. 
As have created and developed the concept, the installation and the animations, I was in charge of 
the whole project and it was up to me to keep everything together. By this, I was definitely a kind of 
director, bearing the responsibility. Because of my lack of knowledge in the field of sound and sound-
effects however, I agreed with David that he is in charge of the sound-design in general.

In retrospect I can say that this decision was consequent and consistent.

Communication | Diary
David and I met each other at least once, sometimes twice a week. Within such a meeting I brought 
along the new animated films and he showed me the progress of his part of the project.

After every meeting I wrote a diary-like note summing up the new results and decisions. By this, I 
suppose the documentation of our meetings is going to be one of the most important evidences for our 
contribution. The diarynotes – that can be found on my blog – show our way of communicating and 
the exchange of information.

During one of our group-critiques with Liam Wells (and the other Digital Arts Students) the idea came 
up to create a sound-moodboard for David, to explain to him what style, shape or character of sound-
design I am looking for.. However when I talked to David about this and we agreed that the idea of a 
sound-moodboard is really good in general, but in this case – as the time was just too short to create 
something like this – we decided to go on like we already did and David continued working with the 
help of the Learning Agreement and my written-out statements for the character of the sound.

If there will be a new collaboration with a sound-designer in the future however, I will keep this idea in 
my mind because I think it can be more explicit and expressive than a written summary of my thoughts 
and expectations for a sound-design.
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This timetable shows our schedule of meetings:

Theoretical approach
Before starting the sound-collaboration, I had a broad look into the web looking for web-links 
concerning the combination of image and sound - in order to get reference material. To be honest 
though, I did not continue to research into this topic within this Unit. As the time-schedule was just too 
tight, David and I we decided to focus on the production of the sound in general. The only exception 
was Tom Simmons’ advice to us to have a closer look at the work by Jan Švankmajer and Jirí Barta – 
concerning sound-effects and sound-design of machines, gears and wheels.

So, concerning the research for the Collaborative Unit, I have to say, that it could have been more 
detailed and intensive; but since there was not much time for me and David to collaborate, I think it 
was a good decision to focus on the practical outcome of this production.

Progression
Starting at the beginning of February, there was not much time left for the complete sound-design. 
My collaborative partner had deadlines as well, so we tried to start  immediately in a very intensive 
and concise way.

Setup

Film-Production

Production

Meeting 001 // 10th February

Last data-transfer // 18th March [for now]

Timetable of collaboration

Meeting 002 // 20th February

Meeting 003 // 2nd March

Meeting 004 // 9th March
with Tom Simmons

Meeting 005 // 16th March
with Phil Archer

Sound-Production

Email
Email

Email
Email

Email
Email

Email
Email

Email
Email

Email
Email
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My first starting point was creating a kind of sound-script. Based on the Animation-Storyboard created 
in collaboration with Hayley Winter (cf. Process 2 | Animation), I wrote down a new list, mentioning 
all the different cycles and running machines in the varying sections of the body. With the help of this 
list, David and I started to think about the question, what part needs a sound and which one does not. 
On the one hand, this document was very helpful for me to get an idea of all the different cycles and 
wether there were still animated processes for me to do. On the other hand, David could use this script 
to get detailed information of the length and the content of the different animations for recording, 
collecting and creating the variety of sounds and sound-effects.

The collaboration
Using the terms we learned while talking about different models of collaboration, I think the best way to 
describe David’s and my teamwork is the term of a complementary collaboration. As experts within our 
specific field, we were working together, contributing our skills. And although we did most of our work on 
our own and without sitting next to each other, we had the possibility – within our meetings – to influence 
or at least to discuss and reconsider the animation and the progress of sound on the different levels. By 
this, I think this collaboration was successful and for both of us rather comfortable and smooth.

The result
> Is the sound true to the atmosphere and character of the animation and its historical background?
> Is the way of collaboration and shared teamwork comprehensible and traceable?
These two questions were written in my Learning Agreement as an assessment-criteria. 

Concerning the outcome of this collaboration, I think the results are really great. The sound-design 
is well-done and definitely fitting to the mood or you say the meaning of the films. The fact that 
David decided to do most of the recordings by himself instead of using just an existing library was an 
absolutely reasonable and in the end thought-out decision. For me, the haptic and objective character 
of the whole machinery of the Industrial Palace is not only expressed by the images but as well by the 
sound-composition.

In consideration of the fact that there were only a few, but very focused meetings between David and 
me, I suppose that the way of our collaboration is traceable. Though I have to say that I was quite glad 
to find such a reliable partner for this Unit. I had the confidence in David and his work and I just decided 
to rely on him after our first meeting, because I had a good feeling concerning his attitude towards this 
project. And it was easy and helpful for me to work with someone together who had such a strong 
feeling and an elaborated taste for sound and sound-design.

Finally, this collaboration was prolific and efficient – and it still is. To be honest: There are still some 
little discrepancies between animation and sound, some mistakes and wrong connections. But we are 
aware of that. Though, David already told me that he wants to go on with this project as well. So, he 
will continue working on this project by improving and bringing some parts of the sound-design to 
perfection – parallel to my upcoming attempts to complete the contextual part of this project.
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Process 4 | Application
Knowing the basic functions of Flash, it was quite clear to me to produce the final application with 
the help of this software. Probably, I am going to try out something different within the next Unit 
depending on new ideas of publishing this piece of work, but for the moment Flash is sufficient and 
appropriate.

For the MDA1-presentation in January, I had already prepared a Flash-application for the digital 
counter in combination with an analog button (cf. MDA1 on my blog). So, the animated sequences 
for the rotating letters and numbers already existed and could be used for the final application. 
Although by adding a sixth cycle (all the machines working at the same time), I had to do every step 
within the animation again – that was rebuilding the comp-structure in After Effects, rendering png-
sequences and Quicktime-films and finally recreating the Flash-application.
 
The most difficult question for me within this part however was how to load the movies into my 
application. I tried a lot by searching  the web for tutorials and helpful code-related web-links. 
I remembered a really helpful blog – David Stiller’s blog (http://www.quip.net/blog) – that I 
encountered during the Web-Elective Unit. With the help of the variety of posts and script-examples, I 
think I have found a smooth and elegant way of loading external Flash Video Files without almost no 
delay between the different clips. There are still some problems concerning the performance and I am 
still looking for a more reliable way of loading the films with the help of an interactive device, but for 
the moment this solution is fine. Although, I am not quite sure about using Flash-Videos in general, 
because there is always a kind of compression concerning sound and image within these files and I 
suppose that there are better ways so I can avoid this loss in quality.

Thus, concerning the software and the development of my software-skills, I have to say that with the 
help of this project I had the chance to improve my skills within this software by using basic Action 
Script Codes and getting in touch with some new features. But I will keep my eyes open for other 
ways of how to create an interactive application.

The result
To keep it simple and short: I am very satisfied! I enjoy watching the different cycles, the moving 
particles and rotating wheels, listening to the sounds and switching between the different cycles.

When setting up a kind of process of production (schedule of work) at the beginning of the 
semester, I was a bit unsure wether this project was achievable and realisable. It did prove to be 
really challenging and exhausting to set this poster in motion, not only as an animation but also in 
combination with a device and an interactive application... But finally, I did it.

The only goal for this Unit that I have not reached yet, is the set-up of a cabinet for the different parts 
of this project. A reason for that is probably the fact that in the end the time-scale was just to tight. 
Furthermore, as I do not have any experience of making a wooden cabinet or something similar, this 
part of the project depends on the help of somebody else; and I did not find someone to help me 
with this task so far. However I will find a solution for this as well as I am going to continue working 
on this project. 
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Conclusion
In my Learning Agreement for this Unit I wrote, that I want to improve myself especially in the general 
field of motion-design and I have to say: I definitely reached this rather general goal by animating this 
complex structure.
In addition to that, I wanted to think about new ways of how to present and publish my work in 
general, either a still image or a film or an animation. Concerning this question of how to display my 
project, I suppose that I developed some interesting results of interactive modules and contextual 
possibilities for this installation. Nevertheless, the question of how to publish my work and the idea 
about the context and displaying the work is not definitely answered yet. As I plan to continue working 
on this project, in particularly with regard to the wooden cabinet and the placing of this installation 
within the next Spatialised Unit, I will continue to think about the context of the Industrial Palace and 
about new approaches of placing this work.


